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Anthony Schwacha* and Nancy Kleckner² interactions between chemically intact homologs (Weiner
Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology and Kleckner, 1994; Xu and Kleckner, 1995; Bullard et
Harvard University al, 1996; Keeney and Kleckner, 1996; Roccoand Nicolas,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 1996)
Meiotic intersister recombination closely resembles
interhomolog recombination. SCE requires functions
necessary for DSB formation (Game et al., 1989; Sun etSummary
al., 1991). Physical analysis has detected intersister JMs
(ISJMs) that appear at appropriate lower abundanceMeiotic recombination occurs preferentially between
homologous nonsister chromatids rather than be- contemporaneous with interhomolog JMs (IHJMs) (Col-
tween sisters, opposite to the bias of mitotic recombi- lins and Newlon, 1994; Schwacha and Kleckner, 1994;
national repair. We have examined formation of joint this work). Mutations that block either DSB formation
molecule recombination intermediates (JMs) between or resection eliminate JMs of both types, implying that
homologs and between sisters in yeast strains lacking ISJMs likely (also) arise from DSBs and represent inter-
the meiotic chromosomal protein Red1, the meiotic mediates in SCE.
recA homolog Dmc1, and/or mitotic recA homolog(s), We have investigated the interhomolog bias of meiotic
Rad51, Rad55, and Rad57. Mutant phenotypes imply recombination by analyzing the functional requirements
that most meiotic recombination occurs via an inter- for formation of ISJMs and IHJMs. JM analysis is
homolog-only pathway along which interhomolog bias uniquely powerful because it monitors allelic interac-
is established early, prior to or during double strand tions that occur between normal sister chromatids, in
break (DSB) formation, and then enforced, just at the parallel with corresponding interhomolog interactions,
time when DSBs initiate JM formation. A parallel, less as a function of time during meiosis. Genetic analysis,
differentiated pathway yields intersister and, probably, in contrast, necessarily examines circular chromosomes
a few interhomolog events. Coordinate action of mi- or special tester constructs whose recombination may
totic recA homologs as one functional unit, two func- be atypical (Petes and Pukkila, 1995; Discussion) and
tions of RED1, and an interhomolog interaction func- also lacks temporal resolution.
tion of DMC1 are also revealed. Mutants lacking one or more of several proteins were
analyzed. (1)Red1 is an abundant meiosis-specific chro-
Introduction
mosomal protein found near or within the homolog axes
and is required for maximal levels of meiotic recombina-
During meiosis, crossover recombination between ho-
tion at most loci (Rockmill and Roeder, 1990; Mao-
mologous nonsister chromatids plays important me-
Draayer et al., 1996; Smith and Roeder, 1997). Red1 is
chanical and evolutionary roles. In contrast, sister chro-
also required for maximal levels of normal DSBs (Mao-matid exchange (SCE) serves neither of these functions
Draayer et al., 1996; Xu et al., 1997; below, Experimentaland, correspondingly, is substantially rarer than interho-
Procedures). (2) Dmc1 is a meiosis-specific homolog ofmolog exchange (several-fold in yeast; Haber et al.,
the E. coli recA protein (Bishop et al., 1992). Rad51,1984; Jackson and Fink, 1985). Meiotic interhomolog
Rad55, and/or Rad57 are three mitotic recA homologsbias must be achieved by a highly regulated, meiosis-
(reviewed in Heyer, 1994). All four proteins are requiredspecific process. Since meiotic recombination occurs
for normal progression from DSBs to JMs (Borts et al.,after DNA replication, distinctions must be made among
1986; Bishop et al., 1992; Shinohara et al., 1992; Xu etfour essentially identical chromatids. Furthermore, even
al., 1997; T. Ogawa, personal communication; J. Nitissthough meiotic recombination is built upon the general
et al., personal communication; this work). Dmc1 andrecombinational repair process, meiotic recombination
Rad51, together with other proteins, colocalize in stronglyoccurs preferentially between nonsister homologs while
staining foci along meiotic yeast chromosomes specifi-mitotic recombinational repair favors intersister recom-
cally at the time of DSBs and in a DSB-dependent man-bination (Fabre et al., 1984; Kadyk and Hartwell, 1992).
ner; these complexes may comprise a post-DSB recom-In yeast, most or all meiotic interhomolog recombina-
binosome (Bishop, 1994, and personal communication)tion appears to initiate via DNA double strand breaks
(DSBs) (Haber, 1997; Discussion). DSBs are rapidly re- likely analogous to the early recombination nodules de-
sected at their 59 termini to yield 39 single-stranded tails; fined by ultrastructural analysis (Anderson et al., 1997).
these resected DSBs are converted to double Holliday Rad51 is required for the normal appearance of Dmc1
junctions (a.k.a. joint molecules or JMs), which are in foci but not vice versa, implying an obligate order of
turn resolved into both crossover and (presumptively) recombinosome assembly (Bishop, 1994).
noncrossover recombination products (Storlazzi et al., Findings presented here indicate that meiotic recom-
1995; Haber, 1997). DSBs are likely preceded by pairing bination exhibits an interhomolog bias because meiosis-
specific functions act positively to promote a highly dif-
ferentiated interhomolog-only recombination process.*Present address: Department of Biology, Massachusetts Institute
Formal features of this process and specific in vivo func-of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
²To whom correspondence should be addressed. tions of RED1, DMC1 and RAD51/55/57 are revealed.
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Results
Experimental System
Meiotic recombination at the HIS4LEU2 locus is moni-
tored in suitably marked diploid strains (Figure 1A). Cell
cultures are induced to undergo relatively synchronous
meiosis; at indicated times, DNA is cross-linked in vivo,
extracted, restriction-digested and separated by gel
electrophoresis, and analyzed by Southernhybridization
(Schwacha and Kleckner, 1994). Species of interest are
resolved by two-dimensional electrophoresis, where
DNA molecules are separated first according to mass
and then according toshape (Figures 1B and 1C). Paren-
tal and recombinant duplex fragments fall along an arc of
linear forms. Resected DSBs form a spike that emanates
downward from this arc for a distanceproportional to the
extent of resection. JMs, being branched, are retarded
relative to linear forms. JMs that form between two ho-
mologous nonsister chromatids (IHJMs) and the two
different sizes of JMs that form between sister chroma-
tids (ISJMs) are different in mass butsimilar in shape and
thus form a triplet of retarded signals. In recA homolog
mutants, additional species corresponding to exten-
sively hyperresected DSBs are also observed (Figures
1A and 1C; Experimental Procedures). JMs and exten-
sively hyperresected species were quantified from such
gels; total DSBs and recombinants were quantified from
one-dimensional gels (Schwacha and Kleckner, 1994).
Wild Type Meiosis Figure 1. Experimental Approach
DSBs occur at two sites in HIS4LEU2, major (I) and minor
(A) Physical map of HIS4LEU2 region; wild type 5 NKY2598
(II) (Figure 1). DSB levels are maximal z3 hr after transfer (Schwacha and Kleckner, 1994, 1995; Experimental Procedures).
of the cells to sporulation medium; IHJMs and ISJMs HIS4LEU2 is a hot spot for both meiotic DSB formation (sites I and
II) and recombination (Cao et al., 1990; Xu and Kleckner, 1995).occur coordinately with maximal levels at z4 hr with
Pertinent restriction sites, including those that have been destroyedan IH:IS ratio of 2.4:1; and recombination products are
(asterisk), are indicated. The HIS4LEU2 regions of the two homologsprominent by 6 hr and reach almost final levels by z7
are distinguished via XhoI restriction site differences (circled X's)
hr (Figure 2A; Table 1). A previous study reported a and by small heterologous DNA inserts (open and closed squares).
higher IH:IS ratio, 5.9, probably due to a slightly different Identities and sizes of parental, recombinant, DSBs, and new spe-
site I allele (Table 1). Both IH:IS ratios are comparable cies thought to represent extensively hyperresected DSBs (² and ³;
Experimental Procedures) are indicated. DNA species are detectedto the ratio of ,5:1 determined genetically (Haber et al.,
following Southern blot analysis using a random-primed [32P]dCTP1984).
DNA probe A. (B) ISJMs (two open squares or two closed squares)
and IHJMs (open square and closed square) all are distinguishable
by size. (C) HIS4LEU2 region DNA species observed in XhoI-The red1 Mutation Specifically Reduces the Number
digested meiotic DNA (Schwacha and Kleckner, 1994, 1995).of IHJMs but Not the Number of ISJMs
In a red1 mutant, the relative levels of IHJMs and ISJMs
are altered: IHJMs now make up only about one-third change in life span. Second, all JM types exhibit normal
kinetics of appearance and disappearance in a red1of the total (IH:IS 5 0.58; Figure 2B; Table 1). This alter-
ation is achieved by a specific reduction in the level of strain, implying that interhomolog and intersister JM life
spans are not differentially affected. Third, the steady-IHJMs, which now occurs at 25% the wild-type level
while the steady-state level of ISJMs is unchanged (Fig- state level of ISJMs remains unchanged. While this
might occur because an increase in number is exactlyure 2B). red1 IHJMs contain intact, nonrecombinant
strands as consistent with double junction structures compensated by a decrease in life span, this seems
improbable.(Schwacha, 1996).
A differential change in JM levels in a red1 mutant The identification of a mutation that specifically re-
duces the number of IHJMs strongly suggests that mei-could reflect either a specific reduction in the number
of IHJMs or a change in the relative life spans of the otic cells carry out an ªinterhomolog-onlyº recombina-
tion pathway, that is, one which yields IHJMs andtwo forms. Other considerations support the first model.
First, in a red1 mutant, both interhomolog crossovers interhomolog recombinants exclusively. The existence
of such a pathway should be the fundamental basis forand interhomolog noncrossover products are reduced
to z25% of the wild-type level (Storlazzi et al., 1996; Xu meiotic interhomolog bias. Moreover, since this muta-
tion coordinately reduces both crossovers and non-et al., 1997; Figure 2B; below). These effects could be
explained by a reduction in IHJM number but not by a crossovers, this interhomolog bias applies to both types
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Figure 2. Analysis of Wild Type, red1, rad51/55/57, and red1rad51 Mutants
(A±D). Representative meiotic time courses of these four strains (NKY2598, NKY2737, NKY2735, and NKY2740). Top row: representative time
points; indicated time points (asterisk) enlarged immediately below. Three JM species indicated by triplet of lines. Hyperresection of DSBs
in rad51/55/57 and red1 rad51 strains increases the length of the DSB spike and gives molecules that have undergone extensive hypersection
(² and ³, noted by arrows; Figure 1). Middle and bottom rows: quantitation of species as a percentage of the total Mom and Dad containing
DNA; JM data are from two-dimensional gels; DSB and Recs (sum of both recombinant fragments) are from one-dimensional gels; S JMs is
sum of all three JM species. Time axis interrupted after t 5 10 hr (vertical dashed line). MI/MII, percentage of cells that have completed one
or both divisions Experimental Procedures).
of events. Interestingly, the interhomolog-only pathway A red1 Mutation Affects DSBs and
Interhomolog JMs Coordinatelyis specifically dependent upon RED1. ISJMs, and possi-
bly some residual IHJMs (below), arise by a second, A red1 mutation reduces the steady-state level of DSBs
to z25% of the wild-type level with no apparent effectparallel pathway that is RED1-independent.
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Table 1. Analysis of JMs in Wild Type and Selected Mutant Strainsa
JM Levels (% Total DNA)
Strain IH:IS Ratio
Genotype; NKY# Site I Allelesb Expt Date Max JM Time Pt(s) (hr)c MD MM DD MD: MM1DD
Wild type; 1962 M/M 6/93d 3.5 1.9 0.12 0.2 5.9h
Wild type; 2598 M/B 11/93 4.5 1.4 0.27 0.53 1.75
Wild type; 2598 M/B 10/95e 7 Ð Ð Ð 1.60
Wild type; 2598 M/B 11/95f 4 2.1 0.5 0.78 1.64
Avg: 1.77 0.39 0.66 1.66
gCorrected Avg: 1.98 0.39 0.43 2.4
red1; 2276 M/M 10/93 5 0.36 0.26 0.32 0.62
red1; 2277 M/M 10/93 3.5 1 4 0.2 0.15 0.23 0.55
red1; 2737 M/B 10/95e 5 Ð Ð Ð 0.59
red1; 2737 M/B 11/95f 3 1 4 0.54 0.65 0.45 0.5
red1; 2737 M/B 8/96 4 1 5 0.56 0.96 0.5 0.38
Avg: 0.41 0.51 0.38 0.58
rad51 2200 M/M 7/94 4 1 5 0.64 0.85 0.92 0.36
rad51 2765 M/B 6/95 5 0.37 0.5 0.45 0.39
rad55 2773 M/B 4/94 5.5 Ð Ð Ð 0.28
rad51/55/57 2735 M/B 6/95 4 1 6 Ð Ð Ð 0.28
rad51/55/57 2735 M/B 11/95 4 1 5 0.32 0.5 0.43 0.34
Avg: 0.44 0.62 0.6 0.33
red1 rad51 2740 M/B 11/95 4 0.4 0.8 0.5 0.31
red1 rad51 2740 M/B 8/96 4 1 5 0.12 0.24 0.145 0.39
Avg: 0.26 0.52 0.32 0.35
a For all mutants, JMs from a representative time point were analyzed to verify that component single strands were of expected parental size
(Schwacha and Kleckner, 1995).
b M/B 5 MluI/MluI::BamHI (as in Figure 1A); M/M 5 MluI/MluI (Schwacha and Kleckner, 1994). Depending upon the genotype, the M/B allelic
pair causes a small discrepancy in ISJM values such that the Mom intersister species are visually overrepresented. We believe that this effect
reflects marker heterozygosity at this site, as this effect disappears in the two respective homozygous strains.
c Data are shown only for time point(s) when JMs were at their maximal levels, but IH:IS ratios are essentially the same at all time points in
wild-type and mutant strains. When two times are shown, value is for the average.
d From Figures 6A and 6B of Schwacha and Kleckner (1994).
e Culture with grossly aberrant kinetics (presumably due to inappropriate pregrowth physiology) including increase of JMs to extremely high
levels. Only IH:IS ratio is shown. Note that the appropriate IH:IS ratio is observed despite aberrant timing.
f From Figures 2±4.
g Of apparent DD JMs, 35% are actually MD JMs that have undergone mismatch correction (Experimental Procedures). For the wild-type
case, both uncorrected averages and corrected averages are shown; corrected averages are made by subtracting 35% of DD JMs, adding
them to MD JMs, and then calculating the IH:IS ratio. No corrections are made for the mutants that have not been analyzed for the presence
of apparent DD JMs; also, DD JMs are not expected, as these particular mutants all lack the major IHJM pathway (text).
h The higher IH:IS ratio in this earlier experiment as compared to other, later wild-type experiments is likely due to use of a different site I
allele on the his4XLEU2 URA3 chromosome as indicated. If the M:B allele provokes an excess of DSBs, as seen for a similar allele (Xu and
Kleckner, 1995), and if those excess DSBs proceed along the second pathway as expected (Discussion), they would yield primarily ISJMs
and thus a lower IH:IS ratio, as observed. This model is supported by the phenotypes of listed mutants, all of which appear to specifically
eliminate the interhomolog-only pathway, leaving behind only events promoted by ªrogueº DSBs. If the M:B allele provokes more such DSBs,
JMs should occur at higher levels in mutant strains carrying this allele, and the site I genotype should not affect the IH:IS ratio in the mutants,
in contrast to wild type. Both predictions are fulfilled (e.g., for red1, compare top two lines with bottom two lines).
on kinetics or resection (Xu et al., 1997) (Figure 2B). between IHJMs and ISJMs in the ratio of 0.58:1 [37%
IH and 63% IS], z9 would occur between homologsThis observation implies that formation of DSBs and
establishment of interhomolog bias are interdependent; [z0.37 3 25] while z16 would occur between sisters
[z0.63 3 25].) We conclude that interhomolog bias alongotherwise, a different pattern of intermediates and prod-
ucts would be expected. If the number of DSBs is re- the interhomolog-only pathway is established prior to
or during DSB formation.duced to 25% the wild-type level and if the life spans
of intersister and interhomolog JMs are not differentially Given that formation of ISJMs is RED1-independent
(above) and that all JMs arise from DSBs (Introduction),altered (above), distribution of DSBs between IHJMs
and ISJMs in the proportion observed in a red1 mutant, these findings also imply that DSB formation is RED1-
dependent specifically along the interhomolog-only0.58:1, predicts an 8-fold reduction in the level of IHJMs
and a two-fold reduction in the level of ISJMs; instead, pathway but not along the second pathway.
We also note that the number of DSBs observed in az4-fold and no reduction, respectively, are observed.
(If 100 DSBs are made in wild-type cells and distributed red1 mutant would account for only half of the JMs
observed; DSBs are reduced to 25% the wild-type levelbetween IHJMs and ISJMs in the ratio of 2.4:1, z70
would occur between homologs and z30 between sis- while total JMs (IS1IH) are reduced to half the wild-type
level. An attractive explanation is that many red1 JMsters; if 25 DSBs are made in red1 cells and distributed
Interhomolog Recombination Bias during Meiosis
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Table 2. Summary of Mutant Phenotypes
DSBs JMsc Products
Hyperaccum;
Genotypes Numbera Hyperresectionb IH IS IH:IS CRsd ªRecºe
Wild type ; wt normal; normal ; wt ; wt 2.4 ; 1 ; 1
red1 0.25 wt 5 wt; 5 wt 0.25 wt 5 wt 0.58 0.25 0.33
(also NCRs)
rad51/55/57 5 wt modest; extensive Ð Ð 0.33 0.15 0.15
red1 rad51 5 red1 Ð Ð Ð 0.35 0.03 0.2
dmc1 5 wt dramatic; modest none none . . . 0.10 0.2
..RTG disappearance none .wt ,0.02 not tested 0.2
red1 dmc1 5 red1 zwt 0.1 wt zwt 0.1 0.03 0.05
dmc1 rad51/55/57 5 wt dramatic; very extensive none none . . . not tested 0.15
...RTG disappearance none none . . . not tested 0.13
red1 dmc1 rad51 5red1 dramatic; extensive none none . . . not tested 0.18
aFor red1 and red1 dmc1, reduced number inferred from steady state DSB levels; for dmc1, rad51/55/57, and dmc1 rad51/55/57, normal
number inferred from accumulation to higher than normal levels; for red1 rad51 and red1 rad51 dmc1 mutants, number inferred to be same
as in red1 because steady state DSB levels are several-fold lower than in the corresponding RED1 strains.
bPhenotypes are from this and previous work (text). (Ð) In red1 rad51, extensive hyperresection is observed in all cases, but low DSB levels
makes precise evaluation of numbers relative to single mutants difficult; DSBs may or may not accumulate depending on the culture (Xu et
al., 1997; this work).
cJM data from Table 1. (Ð) IH and IS levels relative to wild type cannot be determined due to aberrant JM kinetics.
dªCRº data, including NCRs, are from Storlazzi et al., 1995, 1996; Xu et al., 1997; Bishop et al., 1992; Shinohara et al., 1992, and D.K. Bishop,
personal communication (for dmc1 rad51). For wild type, z25% of total DNA is present in the two recombinant fragments (combined) by t 5
8 hr.
eªRecº data are from t 5 10 hr time points in Figues 2±4. For wild type, z12% of total DNA is present in recombinant fragment (R1 1 R2;
Figure 1).
emanate from DSBs that do not localize to recombina- Also, such asynchrony would result in lower than wild-
type steady-state JM levels whereas intersister JMs oc-tion hot spots; we make this suggestion below for other
cur at higher than normal steady-state levels.reasons (Discussion). One alternative, that red1 DSB
A delay in JM appearance could imply either a defectlife spans are shorter than normal, predicts the early
in the onset of JM formation or a simple reduction inappearance of red1 JMs, which is not observed.
the number of JMs. The first model is much more proba-The red1 phenotype could be explained in principle
ble given that DSBs are slow to disappear and that anyif DSBs occur in normal numbers except that z75% of
effect of JM number on JM level should be substantiallythem are experimentally invisible as either DSBs or JMs.
compensated for by the longer persistence of JMs. TheWhile such a model can never be excluded, it is less
delay in JM resolution is much greater than the delayeconomical than that presented above.
in JM appearance. Thus, these mutants have a specific
(second) defect at this late step.
rad51/55/57 Mutations Confer Identical Phenotypes Finally, the ratio of IHJMs to ISJMs is dramatically
and Reduce the Number of IHJMs reduced (IH:IS 5 0.33; Figure 2C; Table 1). This feature
rad51, rad55, and rad57 single null mutants, a rad55/57 is again attributable to a change in the relative numbers
double mutant, and a rad51/55/57 triple mutant all ex- of the two types of JMs: since both types exhibit the
hibit the same phenotypes with respect to DSBs, JMs, same (albeit aberrant) kinetics, there is no differential
and recombinants. Triple mutant data are representative change in life span. The rad51/55/57 IH:IS ratio is even
(Figure 2C; Tables 1 and 2). Thus, the three mitotic recA lower than the red1 IH:IS ratio, and the JM phenotype
homologs comprise a single functional unit with respect is consistent with a differential decrease in the number
to meiotic recombination. Below, we summarize the of IHJMs with ISJMs still occurring at a high level. IHJMs
phenotypes of these mutants. might be affected specifically, or both types of JMs
First, DSBs appear at approximately the normal time, might occur at reduced levels with a much greater re-
accumulate to higher than normal levels, exhibit exten- duction for IHJMs. A definitive interpretation is pre-
sive hyperresection, and eventually disappear (Figure cluded by the change in JM life spans, however. Also,
2C), as reported for rad51 (Shinohara et al., 1992; Xu et in contrast to red1 case, redistribution of intermediates
al., 1997). We infer that these mutants make normal from IHJMs to ISJMs cannot be excluded.
numbers of DSBs and are defective thereafter. Hyper-
resection likely results from failure to assemble a normal In dmc1 and dmc1 rad51/55/57 Mutants, no JMs
post-DSB recombinosome (Introduction). Occur; in dmc1 Return to Growth, JMs Occur,
Second, all three types of JMs appear abnormally late but Only between Sisters, and
and persist much longer than normal (Figure 2C). These Require RAD51/55/57
kinetics are not explained by aberrantly high asynchrony In a dmc1 mutant, DSBs accumulate to extremely high
levels and exhibit hyperresection of 59-strand termini,among mutant cells: DSBs appear with normal timing.
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Figure 3. Analysis of dmc1 and dmc1 rad51/55/57 Strains, during Normal Meiosis and in Return to Growth
(A1 and A2) Meiotic time courses of NKY2734 and NKY2736 as in Figure 2. (B1 and B2) At t 5 5 hr, aliquots of the cultures shown in (A) were
washed, resuspended, and incubated in rich media (YPD). Samples were taken at 1, 2, 3, and 5 hr after transfer and analyzed as in 3A. Top
row shows representative timepoints; SPM and YPD, before and after addition of rich media, respectively. Vertical gray line within each graph
indicates the time of shift to YPD. Lack of JMs in a dmc1 strain likely is not due to rapid migration of newly formed JMs out of the analyzed
region, as JMs also were not observed following digestion at PstI sites located far to either side of HIS4LEU2 (Figure 1).
although to a somewhat lesser extent than in rad51/55/ at this critical transition point to ensure that DSBs pro-
ceed in the appropriately programmed direction, that is,57 mutants at early times (Bishop et al., 1992; Xu et al.,
1997; Figure 3A1). No IHJMs or ISJMs occur (Figure 3A1). to enforce the interhomolog bias established prior to or
during DSB formation. Second, the failure of a dmc1When dmc1 cells enter meiosis and are then returned
to growth medium, they exhibit high levels of viability mutant to form JMs is not due to an intrinsic inability to
form JMs but to some impeding feature (see below).(Bishop et al., 1992). To reconcile this finding with the
absence of JMs during dmc1 meiosis, dmc1 cells were Zenvrith et al. (1997) have also observed DSB disappear-
ance in dmc1 cells returned to growth, inferred the elimi-allowed to accumulate DSBs at their meiotic arrest
point, and then (at t 5 5 hr) returned to growth medium. nation of a block, and proposed occurrence of intersister
repair.Such cells exhibit DSB disappearancewith theconcomi-
tant appearance of high levels of JMs by about 2 hr A dmc1 rad51/55/57 mutant has also been analyzed.
In the quadruple mutant, as in dmc1, DSBs accumulateafter the shift. Furthermore, only ISJMs occur; IHJMs
are essentially undetectable (Figure 3B1). in hyperresected form and no JMs occur (Figure 3A2).
An especially high level of extensively hyperresectedThese findings have implications for normal meiosis.
First, in a dmc1 mutant, DSB formation appears to occur DSBs (dagger and double dagger forms, Figure 1) is
seen in this mutant (not shown), suggesting that resec-normally, presumptively under the influence of early in-
terhomolog bias and RED1; however, upon return to tion may be even more severe than in any single mutant.
However, when a dmc1 rad51/55/57 midprophase mei-growth, JMs occur only between sisters. Thus, early
interhomolog bias can be lost at the DSB-to-JM transi- otic culture is returned to growth, no JMs are observed
at any time point (Figure 3B2), although DSBs do eventu-tion. By extension, additional features must be required
Interhomolog Recombination Bias during Meiosis
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57 DMC1 mutant has not been examined but is expected
to be the same as the double mutant. In a red1 dmc1
rad51 strain, no JMs occur (Figure 4B).
These phenotypes reveal specific functional poten-
tials of meiotic and mitotic recA homolog genes. (1) JMs
can occur if either DMC1 or RAD51/55/57 is present but
not if both are absent. Thus, meiotic and mitotic recA
homologs have an overlapping potential to promote
(some aspect of) JM formation. (2) The level of IHJMs
is extremely low when DMC1 is absent and JM formation
is promoted only by RAD51/55/57 (i.e., in red1 dmc1
and dmc1 return-to-growth), and only ISJMs are seen.
Thus, at least in these situations, when the mitotic recA
homolog group RAD51/55/57 is promoting JM formation
without DMC1, the mitotic group can only promote in-
tersister interactions. In contrast, IHJMs form at signifi-
cant levels whenever DMC1 is present (in red1 or red1
rad51). Together, these findings imply that the meiotic
recA homolog gene DMC1 encodes an interhomolog
interaction function. Bishop and colleagues (personal
communication) have come to a similar conclusion: red1
DMC1 spo13 and red1 dmc1 spo13 strains both give
high levels of viable spores, implying that all DSBs ulti-
mately are repaired; however, the level of interhomolog
recombination is higher in the former case than in the
latter, suggesting that DSBs are more likely to engage
a nonsister chromatid rather than a sister if Dmc1 is
present. (3) The IH:IS ratio is higher in a red1 mutant,
where all four recA homologs are present, than in a red1
rad51 mutant, where only DMC1 is present. Thus, RAD51
(i.e., RAD51/55/57) in some way improves the DMC1-
specified interhomolog interaction function.
Although we cannot distinguish between direct and
indirect roles for the meiotic and mitotic recA homologs,
simple interpretation of the data suggests possible bio-
chemical properties and physical interactions among
them.
RED1 Blocks Exit from the DSB Stage When
DMC1 Is Absent
In a red1 dmc1 mutant, DSBs and JMs appear and
disappear at levels similar to those observed in a red1
mutant and with substantially normal kinetics (Figure
4A). A slight delay in DSB disappearance is seen in some
Figure 4. Analysis of red1 dmc1 and red1 dmc1 rad51 Mutants cultures, with DSBs accumulating somewhat above the
Analysis of NKY2738 and NKY2813 as in previous figures; see also red1 level (Figure 4A versus Figure 2B); other cultures
Table 2. exhibit no delay (Xu et al., 1997). In contrast, a dmc1
mutant is blocked for progression out of the DSB stage.
The red1 dmc1 phenotype implies that when DMC1
ally begin to disappear after several hours. Thus, the JM function is absent, RED1 function acts to block progres-
formation observed in dmc1 return-to-growth requires sion of the recombination reaction beyond the DSB
RAD51/55/57. We infer that under these conditions JM stage. Importantly, since a dmc1 mutant lacks all JMs,
formation requires a recA homolog that promotes only this aspect of RED1 function would affect bothproposed
ISJM formation. recombination pathways, that is, both RED1-promoted
and RED1-independent DSBs. D. K. Bishop and col-
Functions of Meiotic and Mitotic recA Homologs leagues (personal communication) have also observed
Revealed by red1 Meiosis the effect of red1 on the dmc1 DSB phenotype and
In a red1 background, the relative level of IHJMs and inferred the existence of a RED1-dependent block.
ISJMs varies depending upon which recA homolog(s) is
present. In red1 DMC1 RAD51/55/57, the IH:IS ratio is Epistatic Relationships between red1
0.58 (above). In red1 dmc1 RAD51/55/57, intersister JMs and rad51 Mutations
occur but interhomolog JMs are almost entirely absent The red1 rad51 Phenotype
(IH:IS ratio , 0.1; Figure 4A). In red1 rad51 DMC1, the DSBs occur at a lower level in a red1 rad51 strain than
in a rad51 strain, as expected from the red1 mutation,IH:IS ratio is 0.35 (Figure 2D; Table 1). A red1 rad51/55/
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but still exhibit the extensive hyperresection character- al., 1997; this work). Some of these strains (e.g., dmc1
and rad51 dmc1) exhibit few if any interhomolog JMsistic of a rad51 mutation (Xu et al., 1997) (Figure 2; com-
pare panels B, C, and D; Table 2). The two mutations (above). Similarly, significant commitment to heteroal-
lelic gene conversion is seen in dmc1 and rad51 mutantsthus affect DSB status approximately independently.
The red1 rad51 double mutantexhibits a reduced IH:IS genetically in return-to-growth analysis (Bishop et al.,
1992; Shinohara et al., 1992) despite the paucity ofratio of 0.35 (Figure 2D; Tables 1 and 2). IHJMs and
ISJMs exhibit coordinate kinetics, again implying altered IHJMs (above). We infer that there exist ways of generat-
ing recombinant restriction fragments that are indepen-relative numbers of the two types rather than altered
relative life spans. JM kinetics in a red1 rad51 mutant dent of either a recA homolog and/or a JM (single or
double Holliday junction). It is possible that such recom-cannot yet be described, as the two red1 rad51 cultures
analyzed were asynchronous and exhibited different JM binational outcomes are specific to mutant meiosis and
insignificant for wild-type cells (Discussion).levels; however, the same IH:IS ratio was observed at
all time points and in both cultures, implying that this Different assayconstructs seem to detectsignificantly
different types of recombination interactions in recA ho-value is a robust feature of the genotype (Figure 2D;
Table 1). molog mutants (Table 2). When XhoI restriction sites are
far from HIS4LEU2, recombinant fragments correspondAnalysis
The IH:IS ratios in red1, rad51, and red1 rad51 strains to crossovers as determined by genetic analysis (Stor-
lazzi et al., 1995). In dmc1 and rad51 single mutants,are 0.58, 0.33, and 0.35, respectively (above; Table 1).
These values imply that the red1 and rad51 mutations formation of such fragments is RED1-dependent and,
in the double mutant, the level of fragments is furtherdo not affect the IH:IS ratio independently.
Detailed interpretation of these phenotypes depends reduced (Xu et al., 1997; D. K. Bishop and A. Shinohara,
personal communication). The events detected in theupon whether, during wild-type meiosis, a few IHJMs
also occur via the (RED1-independent) pathway that mutants may also be crossovers or at least half cross-
overs. When one or more XhoI sites are within the zoneyields ISJMs (model 1) or whether IHJMs and recombi-
nants occur exclusively via the interhomolog-only path- of resection for DSBs at site I (as here; Figure 1), dmc1
and rad51 single and double mutants exhibit similarway (model 2). In model 1, the red1 mutation would
specifically eliminate the interhomolog-only pathway, levels of recombinant fragments and a red1 mutation
has no effect; also, the absolute level of recombinantsand the array of JMs seen in red1 meiosis would accu-
rately represent the second, parallel pathway. In model observed in all such cases is significantly higher (relative
to wild type) than with the first construct. In wild-type2, the second pathway would yield only red1-indepen-
dent ISJMs, with the IHJMs in red1 meiosis being pecu- cells, it is unknown whether these events are crossovers
and/or aberrant segregations (noncrossovers). In theliar to the mutant condition.
The IH:IS ratios in red1, rad51, and red1 rad51 mutants mutants, this construct may detect events in which a
DSB tail invades a duplex, is processed (via extensioncan be interpreted most simply according to model 1.
The higher IH:IS ratio in red1 as compared to rad51 is by DNA polymerase or mismatch repair, in either order),
and then is withdrawn or incorporated without generat-explained because the red1 mutation would affect only
the first pathway while the rad51 mutation would affect ing a crossover product.
both pathways. The latter feature is reasonable since
(a) rad51 is clearly required for the interhomolog-only Discussion
pathway (above) and (b) introduction of a rad51 mutation
into a red1 background further reduces the IH:IS ratio.
Interhomolog Bias during Meiotic RecombinationConversely, introduction of a red1 mutation into a rad51
Meiotic Functions Promote an Interhomolog-Onlybackground has no effect on the IH:IS ratio because the
Recombination Processinterhomolog-only pathway is already blocked com-
Our findings suggest that the interhomolog bias ofpletely by the rad51 mutation.
meiotic recombination occurs because meiotic cellsIn contrast, inmodel 2, the observed IH:IS ratioswould
promote a highly differentiated interhomolog-only re-imply that a rad51 mutation is epistatic to a red1 muta-
combination pathway (Figure 5); this is revealed by mu-tion, that is, that RAD51 function is executed before
tations that specifically reduce interhomolog JM forma-RED1 function. However, the red1 and rad51 mutations
tion while leaving intersister JM formation relativelyappear to affect earlier and later steps, respectively
unaffected, that is, red1 and, probably, rad51/55/57.(DSB formation and the DSB-to-JM transition). Also, im-
These observations also make it clear that meiotic inter-munolocalization suggests that Rad51 normally assem-
homolog bias applies equally to both crossover andbles onto chromosomes after DSB formation (Introduc-
noncrossover recombination products, in contrast totion), that is, after Red1 has already exerted its effects.
earlier proposals. In addition, meiotic cells contain aHowever, a more complex interplay between Red1 and
second recombination pathway which operates in paral-Rad51 cannot be excluded.
lel with the first and yields intersister JMs and, probably,
a minority of interhomolog JMs (Figure 5).
These findings argue against a mechanismfor interho-Interhomolog ªRecombinantsº in recA
Homolog Mutants mologbias inwhich meiotic functions act only negatively
to suppress intersister recombination, with interhomo-Physical analysis reveals that significant levels of inter-
homolog recombinant restriction fragments occur at log recombination then occurring as the only available
default option. In that case, elimination of a meioticHIS4LEU2 in SK1 strains carrying recA homolog muta-
tions (Bishop et al., 1992; Shinohara et al., 1992; Xu et function would not only have decreased interhomolog
Interhomolog Recombination Bias during Meiosis
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can be monitored. RED1-mediated modulation of the
DSB-to-JM transition could be a prerequisite to enforce-
ment, however (below).
It has been suggested that Red1 helps to hold sister
chromatids together and thereby precludes intersister
recombination (Smith and Roeder, 1997). Our analysis
suggests that this model may not be correct, at least in
its simplest form. However, our observations do not
directly account for several other red1 phenotypes, in-
cluding peculiar effects on disjunction, which remain to
be explained (Rockmill and Roeder, 1988, 1990; Kleck-
ner, 1996; Smith and Roeder, 1997).
RED1-Dependent DSBs and ªRogueº DSBs
The RED1-dependence of DSB formation appears to be
a specific property of the interhomolog-only pathway.
Figure 5. Two Parallel Pathways for Meiotic Recombination By contrast, and assuming that JMs along the second
pathway likely also arise via DSBs (Introduction), recom-
recombination but also would have increased intersister bination along that pathway would appear tobe initiated
recombination, an effect that has not been observed. by rogue DSBs, that is, breaks that occur independent
It would be be interesting to know whether meiotic of RED1 (or, presumably, early interhomolog bias).
crossover control, which ensures that every pair of ho- RED1 could specifically promote DSB formation at
mologs receives at least one crossover and that multiple DSB hot spots, with rogue DSBs occurring much more
crossovers are maximally distant from one another randomly along the chromosomes. The effect of a red1
(Kleckner, 1996), applies only to the interhomolog-only mutation on recombination varies considerably from one
pathway or to both pathways. Interestingly, the maxi- locus to another, and the magnitude of the effect varies
mum number of prominent Dmc1/Rad51 foci is lower systematically with the hotness of the locus: the higher
than the estimated number of total recombinational in- the wild-type recombination frequency, the greater the
teractions (Bishop, 1994); a similar discrepancy is seen reduction conferred (Rockmill and Roeder, 1988, 1990;
for other staining foci and for cytological association Mao-Draayer et al., 1996). Such a pattern of effects is
sites (e.g., Rockmill et al., 1995). Perhaps these features, expected if a hot spot±specific RED1-dependent pro-
and thus perhaps crossover control, correspond only cess is superimposed upon a background of RED1-
to recombination interactions that occur along the (func- independent recombination. Furthermore, recombina-
tionally more differentiated) interhomolog-only pathway. tion at the TRP1 locus is virtually independent of RED1
Meiotic Interhomolog Bias Appears to Be Established (Rockmill and Roeder, 1988), and there are nodetectable
Prior to DSB Formation but Enforced DSB hot spots for z15 kb to either side of this locus
at the DSB-to-JM Transition (D. Park and N. K., unpublished data).
A priori, interhomolog bias could be established either Furthermore, DSB hot spots occur in domains, which
after DSB formation or much earlier. We interpret our alternate with similar sized domains devoid of DSB hot
observations to mean that interhomolog bias is in fact spots (Baudat and Nicolas, 1997; T.-C. Wu and M. Lich-
imposed prior to or during DSB formation. That is, an ten, personalcommunication). Thus, Red1 might specifi-
ªinterhomolog DSBº is already committed to proceed cally promote recombination in a regional fashion. In
down the ªinterhomolog recombination pipelineº by the accord with this idea, DSB hot spot domains correspond
time it has formed. The DSB-to-JM transition is still a to more GC-rich isochores (Sharp and Lloyd, 1993; Bau-
critical step, however, with additional information re- dat and Nicolas, 1997), and the TRP1 locus, where re-
quired at that point to maintain and enforce the interho- combination is known to be RED1-independent and hot
molog bias, that is, to ensure that a DSB continues along spots are absent, is in an extremely GC-poor region of
chromosome IV (Jacq et al., 1997). Domainal action ofits appointed path.
Establishment of interhomolog bias could be entirely a Red1 might be correlated, positively or negatively, with
patchy immunolocalization of Red1 along meiotic chro-cis affair, involving proper development of interhomolog
interaction sites along each pair of sisters, perhaps as mosomes (Smith and Roeder, 1997).
Cytologically differentiated meiotic recombinationpart of the same process that yields pre-DSB pairing
contacts between homologs; establishment could also (i.e., recombination nodules) normally occurs in close
spatial proximity to the homolog axes, a feature quitebe modulated in trans via feedback from pairing inter-
actions. Enforcement of interhomolog bias presumably possibly established prior to DSB formation (Kleckner,
1996). Perhaps axis-associated pre-DSB recombina-involves additional functions, including the DMC1-spec-
ified interhomolog interaction function, such that inter- tional interactions are especially susceptible to Red1.
Alternatively, DSB formation may be axis-associatedhomolog JM formation is the only allowable outcome.
Interestingly, in a red1 mutant, partner discrimination specifically because, as shown by Smith and Roeder
(1997), Red1 is axis-associated.appears to occur wholly after DSB formation, via the
recA homologs, presumably because the second path- RED1-Dependent Modulation
RED1 function is required for the block-to-JM formationway lacks either establishment and/or enforcement
feature(s). Whether RED1 function is required for estab- observed in a dmc1 mutant. Given that Dmc1 likely as-
sembles into the putative post-DSB recombinosome (In-lishment or enforcement along the interhomolog-only
pathway is not revealed by this analysis, however, be- troduction), the effect of this RED1-dependent block
should be to block JM formation until Dmc1 has beencause a red1 mutation oblates that pathway before it
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loaded into the complex. Such an activity could be very benefit of a JM intermediate and thus potentially by
important: if recombination could proceed beyond the different rules than those discussed here. However,
DSB stage in recombination complexes containing since the IH:IS ratio at the JM level is very similar to the
Rad51/55/57 but not Dmc1, the resulting JMs would ratio observed genetically, a non-JM pathway should
occur only between sisters rather than between homo- not comprise the majority of intersister events (unless
logs. Since Dmc1 apparently enters the recombinosome HIS4LEU2 is peculiar). Also, while recombination is fre-
subsequent to and dependent upon Rad51 (Bishop, quent between directly repeated DNA segments (re-
1994), the need for a constraining function may be espe- viewed in Petes and Pukkila, 1995) and has rather spe-
cially great, as every developing recombination complex cial functional requirements (Mao-Draayer et al., 1996),
may go through an intermediate stage at which it would it need not correspond to meiotic intersister events:
be at risk for initiating (inappropriate) 51/55/57-pro- such recombinants might arise via interactions between
moted JM formation. Such modulation should be one adjacent repeats on the same chromatid rather than
prerequisite to enforcement of interhomolog bias. via intersister interactions and/or be provoked by the
Cell Cycle Regulatory Monitoring construct itself, either because initiation is aberrantly
Meiotic cells apparently monitor the progress of recom- stimulated or because direct repeats confuse the normal
bination during prophase (Lydall et al., 1996; Xu et al., recombination process.
1997). Such studies suggest that the status of the re- Between Homologs
combination complex is monitored beginning at the DSB A non-JM pathway for wild-type interhomolog recombi-
stage, with exit from prophase blocked (or delayed) until nation, particularly for noncrossovers (e.g., Lin et al.,
such time as the evolving recombinosome has pro- 1984; Nassif et al., 1994) cannot be excluded either.
gressed beyond appropriate subsequent stage(s) or, However, physical studies have detected no branched
possibly, to the end of the process. A red1 mutation intermediates other than JMs; heteroduplex DNA and
eliminates such regulatory monitoring. Xu et al. (1997) recombination products each appear in a discrete tem-
proposed that Red1 is required for assembly of a (post- poral order, at about the time of JM disappearance,
DSB) interhomolog recombination complex capable of rather than in a more complex pattern; and all genetic
mediating the necessary events. The current findings are data are consistent with a DSB-double Holliday junction
fully consistent with this proposal. In addition, regulatory model, including observations unexplained by the most
monitoring could be unique to the interhomolog-only basic model (Schwacha and Kleckner, 1995; Gilbertson
pathway. and Stahl, 1996). Furthermore, DSB models that yield
Meiotic Bias by Cooption of Mitotic Functions interhomolog recombinants without a JM intermediate
Kleckner (1996) has suggested that meiosis-specific require two DSBs, one on each of two nonsister chroma-
functions coopt functions normally used by vegetative
tids, which is numerically untenable for HIS4LEU2 DSB
cells for intersister interactions into a combined activity
sites I and II.
which has the interhomolog specificity appropriate to
In recA homolog mutants, however, non-JM path-
the meiotic program; concomitantly, specificity appro-
way(s) for generating products resembling normal inter-priate to mitotic cells would be lost. The functional inter-
homolog recombinants clearly exist. Since aberrant out-play between DMC1 and RAD51/55/57 described above
comes might be expected when normal DSB proprovides evidence for such a process and suggests a
gression is blocked, we favor the idea that such path-biochemical strategy, a joint activity via multimerization
ways are prominent only in mutants. Rad52 or Rad59contacts intrinsic to the entire protein family, which
might be crucial for such recombination as for somecould be very general.
Rad51/55/57-independent events in nonmeiotic cellsEvolution of the More-Differentiated
(e.g., Bai and Symington, 1996; Ivanov et al, 1996). In-Interhomolog-Only Pathway from
deed, Rad52 is required for the DSB-to-JM transitionthe Less-Differentiated
during meiosis (Schwacha, 1996) and can form foci onSecond Pathway
meiotic chromosomes independent of Rad51 or Dmc1The interhomolog-only pathway and the second path-
(D.K. Bishop, personal communication).way could beconsidered tobe more- and less-differenti-
ated versions of meiotic DSB/JM recombination. The
Molecular Roles of recA Homologsless-differentiated process would have arisen from mi-
RAD51/55/57 Comprise a Single Functional Unittotic recombinational repair by addition of the DMC1-
The three mitotic recA homologs work intimately to-specified interhomolog interaction activity and RED1-
gether at a common step(s) of the meiotic recombinationmediated modulation of the DSB-to-JM transition. The
process in vivo. A likely biochemical explanation is thatlatter feature would not only promote interhomolog inter-
rad55 and rad57 mutations preclude efficient incorpora-actionsbut, having made theprocess DMC1-dependent,
tion of Rad51 into the post-DSB recombinosome (and/would also preclude any reversal of the evolutionary
or stability of such a cocomplex once formed): rad55process. The more differentiated process would then
and rad57 mutations prevent formation of Rad51 stain-arise by acquisition of early interhomolog bias, RED1-
ing foci from forming on meiotic chromosomes (Y. Koradependence of DSB formation, enforcement of interho-
and A. Shinohara, personal communication), and, inmolog bias at the DSB-to-JM transition, and increased
vitro, inhibition by RPA on the loading of Rad51 ontodependence of progression on RAD51/55/57.
single-stranded DNA is mitigated by Rad55 and Rad57
(Sung, 1997).Non-JM Recombination
DMC1 Interhomolog Interaction ActivityBetween Sisters
DMC1 plays a role in promoting interhomolog recombi-The current study does not address the possibility that
significant intersister recombination occurs without nation. An attractive possibility would be that Dmc1
Interhomolog Recombination Bias during Meiosis
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protein directly contacts other meiosis-specific compo- and may well arise via aberrant pathway(s) (Table 2 and
nents specific to interhomolog interactions. above). Rockmill et al., using a non-SK1 strain back-
DMC1 and RAD51/55/57 Can Substitute ground, also report a 3-fold reduction in crossovers by
for One Another for JM Formation a genetic assay. Furthermore, the DSB-to-JM transition
Perhaps Rad51 and Dmc1 can each directly catalyze at the DNA level is likely to be part of a much more
full, stable strand exchange, as Rad51 can in vitro (Sung, complex transition involving the nucleoprotein recombi-
1994). Alternatively, or in addition, an especially critical nation complex,structural aspects of the chromosomes,
function of the recA homologs, which could be the com- Zip1 protein, and nucleus-wide cell cycle signals (Rock-
mon function revealed here, may be to promote one or mill et al., 1995; Kleckner, 1996; Storlazzi et al., 1996).
more early steps prior to or concomitant with strand Given this situation, the possibility that DMC1-promoted
invasion of the 39 single-stranded tail(s) of DSBs into progression of events at the DNA level is required for
an intact homologous duplex. This initial single strand nucleation of SC formation is as likely as other possible
invasion is an attractive target for the enforcement of scenarios, namely DMC1-promoted nucleation of SC
interhomolog bias defined above, which should be a formation promoting progression of recombination via
very early step in the DSB-to-JM transition, and also in other factors or direct involvement of DMC1 in both
the context of a recent model for crossover control, recombination and SC nucleation.
which invokes a regulated pause at this step (Storlazzi
et al., 1996). Consistent with this idea, Rad51 protein is Experimental Procedures
much more active in making initial joints between a sin-
gle strand and a duplex than in promoting extensive Strains
NKY2598 is S. cerevisiae SK-1 homozygous for ho::LYS2, lys2,strand transfer over long distances (Baumann et al.,
leu2::hisG, trp1::hisG, and ura3 and heterozygousfor arg4-nsp/arg4-1996; A. Shinohara and T. Ogawa, personal communica-
bgl and the HIS4::LEU2 alleles ªMomº and ªDadº (Schwacha andtion). The fact that unusual conditions and/or additional
Kleckner, 1995). Deletion/disruption alleles include dmc1::ARG4proteins are required specifically for stages after single
(Bishop et al., 1992), rad51::hisG (Shinohara et al., 1992), and
strand invasion is exactly what might be predicted if a red1::LEU2 (Rockmill and Roeder, 1990). In rad55::URA3 (from R.
biologically sensitive pause point were built into the Mortimer), a 1.1 kb URA3 fragment replaces the 1.8 kb HindIII frag-
biochemical mechanism to permit biological regulation ment. In rad57::TRP1, a TRP1-containing fragment replaces a SnaB1
to Bpu1102 region comprising 80% of RAD57. dmc1::ARG4,precisely at this point.
rad51::hisG and rad55::URA3 are essentially complete deletion al-RAD51/55/57 May Be Indirectly Required
leles. Strains isogenic to NKY2598 are dmc1 (NKY2734), rad51 rad55for JM Resolution
rad57 (NKY2735), dmc1 rad51 rad55 rad57 (NKY2736), red1
rad51/55/57 mutants exhibit delayed Holliday junction (NKY2737), red1 rad51 (NKY2740), red1 dmc1 (NKY2738), and red1
resolution. While the possibility exists that RAD51/55/ rad51 dmc1 (NKY2813).
57 is directly involved with resolution, it is more likely
that this function acts only during the DSB-to-JM transi- Cell Culture and Analysis of DNA and Meiotic Divisions
tion and that a rad51/55/57 mutant forms qualitatively Synchronous meiosis and DNA analysis have been described pre-
viously (Schwacha and Kleckner, 1994, 1995). Occurrence of meioticdefective double Holliday junctions, which are then re-
divisions was monitored in nearly all experiments by fluorescencefractory to normal resolution at a later time. Consis-
microscopy of DAPI-stained cells (Xu et al., 1997). In rad51/55/57tent with this interpretation, yeast Rad51 staining foci
and dmc1 rad51/55/57 strains, MI1MII counts at late time pointsdisappear from meiotic chromosomes concomitant with
include cells in which the chromosome complement is fragmented
SC formation (Bishop, 1994), while JM resolution does into multiple spots. A red1 mutation can fully suppress the defects
not occur until late pachytene (Padmore et al., 1991; in meiotic progression conferred by a rad51 mutation (Xu et al.,
Schwacha and Kleckner, 1994). Similarly, Rad51/Dmc1 1997) but, in the current study, a red1 rad51 strain sometimes failed
to proceed smoothly through the two divisions because meioticare detected in early, but not late, recombination nod-
progression in strains carrying rad51 is extremely sensitive to minorules in lily (Anderson et al., 1997), consistent with
variations in the synchronization procedure.involvement of recA homologs prior to or during JM
formation rather than at the time of resolution.
Nature of ISJMsA defect in JM resolution analogous to that seen in
ISJMs have the same two-dimensional electrophoretic mobility as
rad51/55/57 strains was reported previously for zip1 null IHJMs of the same size and also contain predominantly unbroken
and mer1 MER211 strains and argued to reflect a de- single DNA strands of the expected identity (Schwacha and Kleck-
fect at the DSB-to-JM transition in those cases as well ner, 1994). Thus, ISJMs may well also be double Holliday junctions,
(Storlazzi et al., 1996). In accord with this possibility, though a definitive test (Schwacha and Kleckner, 1995) is precluded
by genetic identity of the two component duplexes.staining foci for a gene product functionally related to
Formally, ISJMs could be IHJMs in which one duplex has under-zip1 and mer1MER211, MSH4, occur on early pachy-
gone conversion of all relevant restriction site markers. However,tene chromosomes but disappear at midpachytene,
interhomolog recombinants promoted by a meiosis-specific DSB
concomitant with other changes in chromosome com- rarely exhibit coconversion of markers flanking both sides of the
position and morphology (Smith and Roeder, 1997; F. break site (Porter et al., 1993; Gilbertson and Stahl, 1996); ISJMs
Klein, personal communication). occur at the level expected from genetic assays. About 35% of
DMC1 and Chromosome Synapsis apparent Dad±Dad intersister JMs do fall into the IH category, how-
ever. Analysis of component single strands of ISJMs reveals that aRockmill et al. (1995) suggest that DMC1 is important
few IHJMs have acquired only one marker from the Mom homolog,primarily for (initiation of) SC formation, which is delayed
the XhoI site just to the left of DSB Site I (Figure 1). Since the XhoIand defective in a dmc1 mutant (Bishop et al., 1992;
sites that yield the right ends of JMs are rather close together on
Rockmill et al., 1995; Xu et al., 1997), rather than for the two homologs, this conversion gives a Mom±Dad JM that comi-
recombination per se.However, a dmc1 mutant isclearly grates with a true Dad±Dad JM (see Figure 1; Table 1). The comple-
defective in recombination in all studies. Substantial re- mentary IHJM that would comigrate with the Mom±Mom ISJM is
much rarer, ,10%, presumably because the XhoI allele that mustcombination is observed in a dmc1 mutant in our studies
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be converted to give this form is somewhat farther from DSB Bishop, D.K., Park, D., Xu, L., and Kleckner, N. (1992). DMC1: a
meiosis-specific yeast homolog of bacterial recA required for mei-site I.
otic recombination, synaptonemal complex formation and cell cycle
progression. Cell 69, 439±456.Novel Products
Strains containing either dmc1 and/or rad51/55/57 mutations pro- Borts, R.H., Lichten, M., and Haber, J.E. (1986). Analysis of meiosis-
duce DNA products indicated as ³ and ² at late meiotic times (Fig- defective mutations in yeast by physical monitoring of recombina-
ures 2, 3, and4). Further characterization suggests that ², and proba- tion. Genetics 113, 551±567.
bly also ³, are extensively hyperresected DSBsemanating from DSB Bullard, S.A., Kim, S., Galbraith, A.M., and Malone, R.E. (1996). Dou-
Site I on the Dad and Mom homologs, respectively. Such DSBs are ble strand breaks at the HIS2 recombination hot spot in Saccharo-
recalcitrant to endonuclease cleavage within the single-stranded myces cerevisiae. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93, 13054±13059.
region; cleavage thus generates unusually long restriction frag-
Cao, L., Alani, E., and Kleckner, N. (1990). A pathway for generationments. The ² and ³ products have been characterized (Schwacha,
and processing of double-strand breaks during meiotic recombina-1996): (1) both products, unlike JMs, contain extensive regions of
tion in S. cerevisiae. Cell 61, 1089±1101.single strand DNA as indicated by sensitivity to mung-bean nuclease
Collins, I., and Newlon, C.S. (1994). Meiosis-specific formation ofdigestion, (2) homolog-specific hybridization probes demonstrate
joint molecules containing sequences from homologous chromo-that ² originates from the Dad homolog and that ³ originates from
somes. Cell 76, 65±75.the Mom homolog, and (3) the size of each species under both
native and denaturing conditions is appropriate for a species that Fabre, F., Boulet, A., and Roman, H. (1984). Gene conversion at
was uncleaved at the XhoI sites immediately distal to HIS4LEU2 yet different points in the mitotic cycle of Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
cleaved at the next distal XhoI site on the appropriate homolog Mol. Gen. Genet. 195, 139±143.
(Figure 1A). Since the observed and predicted molecular weights of Game, J.C., Sitney, K.C., Cook, V.E., and Mortimer, R.K. (1989). Use
the native species agree, these species likely contain little or no of a ring chromosome and pulsed-field gels for study of interhomo-
additional DNA besides the DSB. log recombination, double strand DNA breaks and sister-chromatid
Nevertheless, the ² and ³ species behave very differently from exchange in yeast. Genetics 123, 695±713.
one another during native 2D gel analysis, ahead of and behind the Gilbertson, L., and Stahl, F.W. (1996). A test of the double strand
arc of double strand molecules, respectively, indicating that the two break repair model for meiotic recombination in Saccharomyces
species have different conformations. We do not understand this cerevisiae. Genetics 144, 27±41.
difference; perhaps the larger species has a longer single-stranded
Haber, J.E. (1997). A super new twist on the initiation of meioticDNA tail that folds into a complex secondary structure under native
recombination. Cell 89, 163±166.gel conditions.
Haber, J.E., Thorburn, P.C., and Rogers, D. (1984). Meiotic and mi-
totic behavior of dicentric chromosomes in Saccharomyces cerevi-DSBs in red1 rad50S Strains
siae. Genetics 106, 185±205.A red1 rad50S strain isogenic to those examined here makes the
same level of breaks as a rad50S strain (Xu et al., 1997). We interpret Heyer, W.-D. (1994). The search for the right partner: homologous
this finding to mean that a red1 mutant develops full potential for pairing and DNA strand exchange proteins in eukaryotes. Experien-
DSB formation and that either the rad50S mutation or, more likely, tia 50, 223±233.
DNA extraction suppresses the red1 defect (Xu et al., 1997). Mao- Ivanov, E.L., Sugawara, N., Fishman-Lobell, J., and Haber, J.E.
Draayer et al. (1996) find low levels of DSBs in a red1 rad50S mutant, (1996). Genetic requirements for the single-strand annealing path-
in accordance with Red1-promoted DSB formation. Differences be- way of double-strand break repair in Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
tween the two studies could result from strain background differ- Genetics 142, 693±704.
ences or, more likely, different DNA extraction procedures; even
Jackson, J., and Fink, G.R. (1985). Meiotic recombination between
subtle variations in our procedure tend to give a reduced level of
duplicated genetic elements inSaccharomyces cerevisiae. Genetics
DSBs in red1 rad50S as compared to rad50S.
109, 303±332.
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